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f. fntroduction and Summary

The collectivisation of economic decisions is one of the most important
phenomena of our time. While economic theory deals mainly with the mark-
et orientated behaviour of the individual, between a third and a half of the
total output is controlled by public authorities in an economically developed
country. The purpose of this paper is to measure the growth ol the public sector
in Germa,ny lrom its period of unif,cation unt'il today.

The problern of measuring secular changes in economic aggregates can be
divided into three parts: frrstly, the determination of the concept; secondly,
the collection of the data ; ancl thirdly, their interpretation. We have abstained
from a general discussion of the concept of government expenditure as we

* The authors are respectively Assistant Professor of Economics, I)niversity
of Puerto Rico, and Lecturer in Econometrics, IJniversity of Glasgow. The bulk of
the manuscripü was prepared under the guidance of Professor Alan T. Pea,cock
(norv at the lJniversitv of York) at the University of Edinburgh, and the whole
study rvas made possible by a grant from the Forcl Foundation.

The authors wish to express their indebtedness to Professors Pea,cock and Wise-
?nan, joint directors of the project which covers the study of long-term changes in
government expenditure in a number of countries. They acknowledge the help receiv-
ed from a number of German specialisüs in public finance and from public officials,
notably Professors I{eurnark and Senl, Dr.Otto Bchörry and Frl. Ingeborg Sieuers,
and the library of the Statistisches Bundesamü.
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170 Suphan And'ic and, Ji,nd,fich Veuerka

have adopted thaü of other studiesl. The conceptual problems discussed in
the first part of the paper are mainly limited to those arising out of particular
conditions specific to Germany. The subsequent parts of the paper deal with
the interpretation of the statistical findings; aggregate expenditure is consid-
ered first and the changes in the composition later. The empirical evidence
is tlren discussed against Wagner's "Law of fncreasing Extent of State Ac-
tivity" 2 as an exarnple of a general theory of government expenditure, and.
the size and the structure of government expenditure is subsequently explain-
ed by reference to the ideological evolution and the nature of the political
process, as well as to secular changes in the average size of the production and
the consumption unit. The description of the sources and of the computational
procedures have been left for the Statistical Appendix at the end of the paper,
which also includes detailed statistical tables.

The statistical findings are limited to the expenditure side of the spending
process of public authorities. Although the aggregate expenditure is identic-
ally equal to the aggregate revenue , tuo attempt has been made to obtain a
statistöcal picture ot' tlre reaenues, and this might be regarded as a serious short-
coming. It was the problem of how to finance given expenditure rather ühan
that of how to spend the available resources which determined to a great ex-
tent the evolution of many political institutions. The importance of revenue
is recognised in the explanatory hypothesis offered by Pea,coclc and Wisetna,n
for the growbh of public expenditure in Britains, which relates the changes in
expenditure to the displacement of the "tolerable" burden of taxation. ft can
be argued that the problem of financing government expenditure determined
the political life in Germany to a much greater degree than elsewhere. The
political developments prior to 1913 were greatly influenced by the struggle
between the Reich and the Länder for the sources of revenue, and the reper-
cussions from the methods of financing expenditure during the X'irst World'War 

and even before, continued to be felt in the inter-war yearsa. Although
the sources used for our expend.iture estimates give, in most cases, the corre-
sponding information about revenue, the task of estimating revenue is far
from straightforward. This is due to the complicated system of sharing
different revenues, best described by the German term "ßinanzausgleich".
The collection'anrl. interpretation of revenue estimates presupposes a detailed
discussion of these financial relationships which is beyond the scope of this
papers.

The limitations of the statistical findings to expenditure estimates hind-
ers the formulation of a general hlaothesis explaining the growth of the pu-

1 For a detailed discussion of the concept of government expenditure see
Alnn T. Peacoclc and Jack Wiseman ' The Growth of Public Expendituie in the Unit-
ed Kingdom, N.8.tr1.R,., Princeton lg6l, pp. 3-9.

z AQol,nh Wagner: Grundlegung der politischen Ökonomie, 3. Auflage, Leipzig
1892, p. 895.

t Op. cit., pp. 2+-28.
a These methods were partly responsible for the post-wa,r inflation as well as

class antagonism. See Otto Schwartz: Finanzpolitik in Reich, Staat und Gemeinde,
Stuttgart 1919, p. 14.

6 This is the subject of a paper by the authors, now in preparation.
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The Growth ol Goaernment Erperd,iture in Germnny

blic sector in Germany. But even in the case of our find"ings including the
revenue figures, such a hypothesis would have to take into account all relevant
political, social, and economic factors. The impossibility of constructing at
this stage of the development of social sciences an exhaustive model of the
socio-economic system does not prevent us from relating the changes in go-
vernment expenditure to other statistical indicators of economic growth, or,
in the end, to secular tendencies of non-economic character. The growüh of
government erpenditure will be discussed against a background, of a changing
population and of a gro*iog output. Since the territorial delimitation of Ger-
many has been altered. twice as a result of the upheavals of war, our estimates
are not, directly comparable between the various periods of d"ifferent geogra-
phical size. It is not only government expenditure that was affected by these
changes, but also our two other series. However, we have assumed that go-
vernment expenditure per head of population or alternatively the proportion
of government expenditure to total output is directly comparable between
different periods. The changes in territory mal, of course, bring about an
increase, or a reduction, in the government expend-iture per head, or in the
proportion of government erpenditure in the G. N. P. The effects of changing
territory on government expenditure are not analysed in this study as the con-
ceptual and statistical difficulties are insurmountable. Some of this expendit-
ure cannot be allocated to any particular territory, while for others there are
no estimates available. The deflation of current estimates of government ex-
penditure for price changes presents formidable difficulties of both conceptual
and statisüical character. The conceptual difficulties are due to the absence of
market valuations of government output. The necessity to value this outpuü
at some values observed in the private sector introd.uces an element of ambi-
guity about the actual amounts of services provided by the public authoriüies.
This difficulty is additional to the general index number problem which is not
to be neglected in comparisons over such long periods. The statistical diffi-
culties are due to the paucity of price information, especially in the earlier
years. It proved impossible to deflate different components of government
expend.iture by appropriate individual indexes, and the use of a single index
reflects rather the availability of information than any conceptual considera-
tion

Between 1881, the first year for which we have complete estimates for all
levels of government, and 1958, the total erpend,iture rose from 1.6 to 86.5
billion DMl. Tn 1872, the first full year of the existence of the new German
Reich, the erpenditure must have been running at a higher level, probably no
less than 2.2 billion DM. But L872 was exceptional as almost half of thaü
amount s4g financed out of the payment extracted from defeated n'rance.'W'e
have adopted 1.2 billion DM as the level of permanent expenditure in 1872.
The rise in government expenditure since then can be partly accounted for
by the ilepreciat'ion ol the currency. The price level, however, does not seem to
have risen more than three times. Real government expenditure went up more

1 Throughout the text we havo used billion as equal to thousand million, and
the abbreviation DM for the currency unit valid in any given period.
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L72 Suphnn Andic and, Jinl,iich Veuerka

than thirty times between 1872 and 1958, in spite of the reduction in the
territory by more than half. The growth of the public sector was not an isolat-
ed phenomenon a considerable increase in output was accompanied by
rising population. The population of the reduced territory in 1958 was one-
fifth above that of the Reich at the time of its foundation, and the total out-
put, measured in real terms, had increased almost six times. Thus the average
citizen in the Federal Republic in 1958 was producing and consuming more
than fbur times as many goods and services as his counterpart some ninety
years earlier. But out of a thousand DM worth of additional goods, more than
half was either received from the government or was financed from govern-
ment transfers. This does not take into account the amount of goods and. ser-
vices he was purchasing from enterprises run by the government. More exact-
ly, the additional government expenditure represented ö4% of additional
output. The share of government expenditure in the G.II. P. had risen, during
that period, from less than L}o/o to 44o/o. The citizen of the newly created
Reich might not have been surprised if these findings had been revealed to
him. About the same time Wagner discovered his Law1. But he would have
shown an extraordinary foresight if he had guessed that his British contem-
porary, known to him as the defender of the laissez-faire doctrine, would take
the same proportion of additional output in the form of government expendit-
ure2. \4re shall not pursue this parallel between the two countries which in
many other respects have been so unlike. The parallel, however, might not be
purely accidental. The extension of the quantitative studies of the growth of
public sector for other countries, now under prepa,ration under the direction of
the two authors of the British study, might reveal other similarities important
to the student of both political developments and economic growth.

If. Conceptual and Statistical Problems

Before the reader is presented with the statistical findings \re propose to
discuss briefly a limited number of problems encountered in the evaluation of
government expenditure in Germany. An exhaustive discussion of the statistic-
al and conceptual problems arising from such studies is not aimed at. Some
of them will be mentioned in the discussion of the sources and methods in the
Statistical Appendix, although it will be limited to the extent necessary for
the explanation of the computational procedures adopted. In this section we
shall consider in more detail four separate points which are in our view of
special importance in the German case, namely (1) the definition of govern-

1 According to Herbert Timm, Wagner formulated his Law for the first time in
1863. See Timm's detailed discussion of the Law under the title "D&s Gesetz der
wachsenden Staatsausgabor", Finanzarchiv, N.F. Band 21, 1961, pp. 20I-247.

2 Between 1870 and 1955, the a,vera,ge income per inhabitant in the U.K.,
valued at 1900 prices, rose by ß 43, out of which f, 23 went towards governmenü
expenditure. This ca'lculation is based, for 1870, on estimates from a forthcoming
qtudy by J. Veuerka: The Growüh of the Public Sector in lgth Century Britain, and
for 1955 on estimates given by Parcock and WiserruLn, op. cit.
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ment ancl the distinction between trading services and non-trading services;
(2) the comparability of the estimates before and after 1913; (3) the effects of
the territorial changes and per capita estimates; (a) the elimination of price
changes and the productivity assumption.

1. The def,nition ol goaernment and tlte distinction
between trad,ing and non-trading seraices

The definition of the public sector can be based either on a legal or an
economic criterion. As it has been argued elsewhere I the legal defrnition is
irreleva,nt for our purpose unless it has an operational significance, i.e. unless
public authorities behave in a manner different from that of private decision-
making units. The differenee in tbeir behaviour is a consequence of their legal
and fi.scal sovereignity - they are not subjected to the condition of budget
restraint. It cannot, however, be assumed that other bodies of different legal
status do not act in a similar way. The economic criterion of the absence of
budget restraint is then wider than the legal one, and the distinction between
the private and public sector becomes blurred.. Ä clear separation of the two
sectors has been historically achieved only in some countries and at the end
of a long political development. This distinction was alien to the feudal con-
ception of political and social organisation and has been once more confused
in modern totalitarian systems of whatever complexion. The extension of the
public sphere in such systems is brought about not only by the outright ex-
tension of the sovereigrity of public authorities, but also by the integration
of private organisations into the government apparatus. Neither the Nazi
Party in Germany nor the Communist Party of the Soviet lJnion could be
classified as "governments", and yet who would doubt their sovereignty? This
confusion affects the estimates for the 1930's. The Nazi government carried.
out many of its functions through non-governmental organisations such as
"Arbeitsfront", "Winterhilfswerk", and others. We have not included them
in our estimates and consequently it could be claimed that we have under-
estimated the size of the public sector during that periodz.

The second problem connected with the definition of the public sector is
the exact obverse of the first. Älthough sovereign, a public authority can
provide goods and services through the market. The legal characteristic is noü
followed by the economic characteristic, for sovereignty does not remove the
budget restraint. This is taken into account in the usual procedure of exclud-
ing trading services from government erpenditure. Current expenditure on
trading services is offset by current revenue, and only deficits and expenditure
on capital account are included. But a clear distinction between trad.ing and.
non-trading services can only be drawn if public authorities consciously aim at
maintaining such a distinction. Although the government of the, states were

I J. Veaerka, op. cit., Chapter f.
2 Otto Natlmn estimated the reyenue of these non-governmental organizatione

in 1938 at no less than l0% of total government revenue. See his "NaziWar Finance
and Bankirg", N.B.E.R., New York 1944, pp. 59-64.
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noü unaware of the existence of profits in public enterprise I the paternalistic
and militaristic mood of the old Reich could hardly fail to penetrate into this
sphere of government activities. Profitability could hardly have been the only
criterion for managing the railwäIs, for example. Many other considerations
influenced the decisions of Railways Directorates, such as defence require-
ments or social consid.erations.'W-here such non-commercial considerations are
predominant, the cost of such services should be included in government ex-
penditure. Our estimates of government expenditure, which excludes as far as
possible all current expenditure on trading services, may thus underestimate
the actual extent of the public sector.

2. The cornpa,rability of the estimates belore and alter 1913

The lack of comparability between the periods before and after 1913 has
both statisticaZ and conceptual reasons. As will be discussed in more detail in
the Statistical Appendix, there is a break in the available statistical sources
around 1913. The estimates until 1913 include items which should not pro-
perly appear there, such as some double counting and a considerable amount
of current expenditure on trading services. These items eould only be removed
with greaü effort, if at all. But there is an additional problem introduced by
the change in the definition of public sector around 1913 which is, moreover,
complicated by u reduction in the territory. Prior to 1913, most of the trading
services provided by public authorities were not separated from their budgets.
n'or example, the railways and postal services were included in the budgets of
the state governments which were also responsible for a great many other pro-
ductive enterprises. The first set of estimates, given in Appendix Tables A. 6
to A. 30, includes, therefore, all capital expenditure by state governments
prior to 1913 which amounted, to a considerable proportion of capital forma-
tion. After the FirstWorldWar most of the public enterprises became autono-
mous and their accounts d.isappeared from the budgets and from the n'inanc-
ial Statistics. But the change in most cases was purely formal and did not
affect the decision-makiog process. \Ye have, nevertheless, not attempted to
add capital formation by trading enterprises to the inter-war estimates, one of
the reasons being the difficulty of obtaining data. On the other hand, we have
computed "adjusted" estimates of government expenditure for the years
until 1913 which exclude all capital formation by trading enterprises. These
estimates, given in Appendix Table A. 35, seem to us to reflect better the
long-term trend and we have therefore adopüed them in the main text. The text
tables also reproduce the "adjusted" estimates. Had we been able to exclude
the other items mentioned above, i. e. double counting and some current ex-
penditure on trading services, such series would be directly comparable with
the remaining estimates. As this is impossible we have assumed that the per
capita expenditure in 1913 on the total territory was equal to that on the L925
territory. We have therefore increased the post-FirstWorldWar estimates for

1 Trading profits represented before the First World War
of the total revenue of state goyernments. See Ottn Schuartz

between 40 and 60%
op. cit., p. 54.
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lglg which refer to the reduced territory for the add.itional population of the

old. Reich. The total obtained in this manner stiil appeared substantially
lower than the estimate of government expend.iture, exclusive of capital form-

ation by trading enterprise, based on pre-1913 sourcesl. We have then re'

duced tle esti*utm for all the years prior to 1913 by the same proportion.

The assumption of constant expenditure per head of population in 1913 for

both old and reduced territory brings us to the next problem of territorial

changes and. of the meaning of per capita estimates.

3. Effects ol temitori.,al cltanges anil per capita estimates

The major difficulty in the discussion of the secular growbh of public sec-

tor in Germany is introd.uced by the territorial changes. The break in the sta-

tistics around 1913 is complicated. by the reduction in the territory, and the

Second. Worlcl War brought an even greater change. The changes in territory

can affect the level of gövernmant expenditure in two ways. Those expendit-

ures which are linkeil to a particular territory are changed. directly. At which

level of government the expenditure becomes unallocable depends on the ex-

tent of ihe territorial change, but a great deal of the expenditure of central

government cannot be a[oäted at all as the services provid.ed are consumed.

äoilectively. Only the direct affects of a territorial change on allocated expend-

iture 
"ro 

b. evaluated. if the data are available. Älthough the expend.iture on

collective services cannot be allocated to any particular territory, we can

eliminate the change by expressing it in terms of population (or alternatively

of national incomei on the ämu-ption that the expenditure is distributed on

the territory before the change in the same way as population (or national in-

come). But even if this assumption is realistic enough, we have to take into

account the indirect effects of a territorial change on expenditure in the inter-

pretation of such estimates. Such a change shifts the equilibrium of economic

änd political factors determining the Ievel of government expenditure. X'or

exariple, a loss of important agriöulüural areas may result in a shift of political

balanäe from agricuitural to industrial interests. In consequence, subsidisa-

tion of agriculture may be reduced.. Thus the direct change in the amount of

agricultulral subsidies paid out according to area or output is accompanied by

a-policy change, which is itself a consequence of the territorial change.- 
Xöltner time nor the necessary data were availabe to analyse the effecüs

of the territorial changes on the level and. composition of government erpend'-

iture in Germany. ln tne absence of any alternative, the interpretation of

estimates proceeds on the assumption that the territorial chang_es have not

affected pät .upita estimates. We have even based the "adjusted" series for

the period before World 
'War 

I on this assumption. The estimates actually

obta-ined from the available statistics for 1913, old territory, are too high in

1 In the case of state expenditure, the expenditure per inhabitant accordilS to
post-war estimates amounted to 85% of pre-dar estimates, reduced by expenditure

än capital account. In the case of locai expenditure, the difference wa,s lower, amount'

ing to Ilo/o.
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comparison with those for the reduced territory. Even after deduction of
capital formation in trading services, the change of definition and the loss of
territory together would give a reduction of state expenditure by 24o/o and'

of local expenditure by 21 o/o. Thechange in definition must have accounted for
more than half of the reduction, yet the assumption of constant expenditure

per head before and after the change is also not realistic, as the average ex-
penditure per head in Eastern territories lost after'World War I must have
been different from the average in the rest of the Reich. But even if the first

change in the German territory had no material effects on the level of expendit-
ure, the changes after 1945 must have had such effects. Germany came out

of WorldWar II not only substantially reduced but also profoundly modified

in its economic and social structure. The losses after 1918 amounted to 13%

of the territory and I Lo/o of the population as again st 52oÄ of the territory and

44% of the population lost after 1945. The lower average population density
of the lost territories indicates that they \Mere not average in other respects
too. That these areas were actually less developed in comparison with the
remaining territories is demonstrated by the effects of the division on the

Gross l.Iational Product. In the first case, the G. N. P. was reduced by 8/o and

in the second", by 41 oÄ.Oothe assumption that the marginal income elasticity
of demand for services provided by government is approximately unity or
greater, the losses of territory shifted the per capita estimates upvrardsl. This
impairs the comparability of the per capita estimates between periods of
changing territory.

The adjustment of total expenditure for population changes is only
meaningful if there is a causal relationship between the two aggregates.

Obviously such a relationship exists. As we shall argue later, the growth of
population in towns is one of the permanent factors explaining changes in the
size of the public sector2. But the tirning of the changes in the two aggregates
becomes important once the estimates refer to relatively short periods such as

one year. Rapid changes in population, such as the influx of refugees into the
X'ederal Repubtic, bring about a considerable change in expenditure per head

unless it is immediately followed by u corresponding change in total expendit-
ure. fn such a situation the per capita estimates themselves introduce chan-

ges in government expenditure which cannot be explained by reference to the

factors determining the level of expenditure. This consideration is relevant

for the period after 1945 when the population of the Federal Republie sud-

denly expanded with the influx of refugees. Though we shall be using the per

capita estimates as the indicators of the secular growth of the public sector,'

these considerations must be kept in mind.

1As the official estimates calculated according to the same method do not
cover both original and reduced territory either in l9l3 or 1938, it is impossible to
evaluate the effects of the territorial changes on the level of government expenditure.
The only indication that these changes have actually. shifted the secular trend in
government expenditure upwards is implied in the estimates qf e:rPjnditure on the
Ierritory of the Federal Röpublic for 1g36, reproduced in O. E. E. C. "Statistics of
National Product and Expenditure", No. 2, Paris 1957, p. 62.

2 The concept of "pörmanent" influences on governTent expendiüure is dis-
cussed in detail by Peacoclc and W'i,semnn, oP. cit., pp. 2L-24.
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4. Tlre elimination ol price cltanges and the proiluctiuity assumption

Current estimates of government expenditure reflect the real amount of
public_services only imperfectly as the unit of measurement changes over a
time. The elimination of these changes comes up against two sets of problems,
namely the statistical problem of the availability of the appropriatä price in-
dexes and the index number problem. X'urther, in the case of government
expencliture, we encounter an additional problem introduced by the absence
of any direct valuation of the output of public services.

The first step in the elimination of price changes is tlre choice ol a suitable
price inder. An index of prices of government inputs is usually not available,
and that of outputs conceptually impossible. The practice of using an index
derived from other series, which can be considered as being subjected to the
same price movements, is not only quite usual but often the only possible
method. Thus most of the study of government expenditure uses either a
cost-of-living index or an index of wholesale prices. This is a very crude me-
thod 1 and a certain degree of refinement can be obtained by using separate
indexes for individual components of government expenditure2. Our choice
of the price index for the period until L925 was dictated by the absence of any
price information other than that for a limited number of commodities, with
fo_odstuffs predominating. The index reflects the secular trend of the price
of government output only approximately, and introduces distortioos of itt
own into the estimates as it may be expected to show a larger short-term
fluctuation than an "ideal" index. Thus, for example, the index fell by almost a
third in one decade after 1872 which certainly exaggerates the growbh of real

_expenditure during that period. The index used for the period after 1925 may
be expected to be better at least in this respect, producing fewer oscillations.
X'or that period we have used the index implied in the current and constant
estimates of national income. As far as the long-term trend. is concerned, it
will be correct if the productivity and the factor rewards in the public and pri-
vaüe sector have changed to the same degree. Assuming that competition has
kept the factor rewards more or less equal in both sectors and that the factor
proportions have not changed, the relative prices of the two respective out-
puts would remain constant. In such a case the price index of private output
would reflect the prices of the pubiic output if such output weru valued in the
market. All studies, using an index of private outputs for deflating govern-
ment expenditure, implicitly or explicitly assum e identical productiaity chan-
ges in the priaate and publ'ic sectors. Has this assumption any empirical basis?
ff not, we must adjust the price index for the productivity discrepancy in the
two sectors. On the extreme assumption of constant productivity in the pu-
blic sector, such an adjusted price index would be identically equal to the piice

I Solomon Xahr:*ryt_(Tlp Trend in Government Activity in the United States
since 1900' N.B.E.R., New Ygtk 1952,p.217): "the frequeätly used expedient of
convertilg government expenditure to constant value doilars by u cooso-mer price
index is likely to produce considerable distortion".

3 This meühod was used by Peanock and Wiseman, op. cit., pp. t5b-1b8.
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index for government inputs, e.g.\rages in public employmentl. That the
productivity in the public sector is a purely conceptual quantity does not
d-iminish its importance. Later on we shall argue that the relative productivity
changes have accounted partly for the secular growth of the public sector.

ffl. The Secular Growth of Government Expenditure

The growth of the public sector in Germany since the creation of the
Reich in 1871 will be discussed in this section. The first question is to what
extent the estimates reflect the quantities of publicly provided or financed.
goods and services as most of the explanatory hypotheses refer to these quan-
tities. The answer depends on changes in productivity. Älthough these cannot
be measured, there is a sürong presumption that productivity in the public
sector is rising at a slower rate than in the private sector. fn such a case the
"productiaity log" accounts partly for the secular growth of the public sector.
We have kept its discussion separately as nothing precise either about its total
efrect over the whole period or in different periods can be said. The effects of
other factors, the most important among them being the growth in income,
are discussed. for the period as a whole and then subsequently in more detail
for individual period.s. The changes in the structure of government expendi-
ture will be considered separately in the following section.

7. The "productiaity log" as o, growth lactor

A series of government expenditure, deflated by an appropriate ind.ex,
indicates changes in real quantities of goods and services, transferred from the
private to the public sector, i. e. it measures government consumption. On the
other hand., most of the hypotheses explaining secular changes in government
expenditure are formulated in terms of the quantities of goods and services
provided by public authorities to the consumer. The estimates of government
expenditure do not directly indicate such quantities, but their cost2. fn com-
parisons over a time, the series of input diverges from that of output as pro-

1 Strictly speaking, we should take into account prices of all inputs, yet sta-
tistically it is very difficult to obtain price indexes other than for wages. As an ap-
proximation such an index is good enough, as bet'ween half and three quarters of
government expenditure consists of wages and salaries.v 2 ft may 6e argoed that the consideration of productivity changes is relevanü
only for tha'r, part of government expenditure which represents government resource
use. fn transfer pa,yments the cost is identically equal to the amounts provided.
Yet when we try to deflate tho current amount of transfers this identity does not
hold a,ny more. The real amounts of resources which the tax payers have to give up
is not identical to the real amount of resources the transfer receivers can purchase,
unless the consumption function of the two groups is identical. If the transfer pay-
ments a,re spent on products of those industries where the productivity is lagging
behind the national average, the transfer payments must grow in order to keep the
"real" amounts of transfers constant. In this sence, the growüh of transfer pa.yments
may. be partly eccounted for by * "productivity l*g" as in the case of goods and
servrceg.
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ductivity changes. The general practice of deflating government erpen,iliture
by an index of prices of private output implicitly attributes the ru* increas-
es of ühe productivity to the public as to the private sector. I{evertheless,
there is a stro_ng prelumption that in the periods of rapid economic growth
connected with the shift of resources from agricultural to industrial eäploy-
ment, tlt'e product'iaity in the public sector rises at much slower rates th,an in the
priuate sector. The numerical value of this "prod.uctivity lug" is impossible to
establish, but even a "productivity lug" of a very small magnitudJwould ac-
count for an importa_nt part of the rise in government expeoditoru, assuming
that the consumer chooses the same proportion of publicly provided goodi
and services irrespective of üheir costs. As the total governmrot ."pendlture,
valued at constant prices, had been growing on the an.tagu at the ätr of 5"Ä
annually between 1872 and 1958, a "productivity lag" o? 

" 
mere lol would

account for one fifth of the increase. A "productivityläg" of 2.5fr would have
accounted for as much as half the growth. In such a iituation the share of
publicly provided goods and services in total output would have been relativ-
ely dlminishing We do not suggest that this has been actually the case but a
"productivity lug" of at least lo/o is highly probable.

The actual process of the extension of the public sector shows thatpubtic
authorities often take over declining sectors of the economy where the präducü-
iviüy may be expected to lag behind other sectors. Reäent .*u-pi.s have
been the transport system, energy, and agriculture. fn most cases the extens-
ion of the public control does not take the form of their outright integration
into the public sector, the alüernative being subsid ization or nationalization
under the form of a public corporation. fn some cases, nevertheless, such
integration takes place t. Th9 "productivity \ug" adds to the relative growth
of government expenditure directly through a higher relative cost of frovid-
iog_ u givgt output, and indirectly through a transfer of unprofitable sectors
under public control. Although in the discussion of the säcular growth of
government expenditure in the rest of this paper the "prod.uctivity lag" will
not be mentioned any more, the reader must keep in mind that ihe öontri-
bution of the other growth factors would be diminished to the extent of this
l"gt.

r An example of such ar,r ltlSration-of a declirlrg industry into the public
secüor was the transfer of roads in Britain from TurnpikJTrusts tö local authärities
after 1830, when the railways tggk awa,y most oi th" profitable long-41r6&nce
transport. Although the reverial of tbe relat"ive_posiüion of tlie two forms of"transport
a century la-ter led to the nationalisation of thle railway sysüem rather than to^the
integraüion into the_public sector, it seems probable ih"i ultimately the railways
will be partfr provided^as a public, i.e. non-trad,ing, seryice.2 Another glowt_! factor which contributed tol.he secular growüh of the public
sector has been the shit't lrom unpaid, horwrary olficiats to proleisionnl ciail seruants.
Local administration, prior to fgf B dependeä höavily o; such ho.rorary officials.
*j:cording tg Silbergleiü, out__of 87,000 local officiaü in Prussian citieä i.r lg0g,
3t'000 v'ere honorary olep @. Sitbergleit: Preußens Städte, Berlin 1908, p. lZ6).
Yet as we have been unable io estimaie the overall quantitaiive importancö of this
Shift towards professional civil servants on the growti of the puUiiclectoi-we have
left it out of dur discussion.
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2. The historical backgrounil

The period covered by the estimates fits well into both the history of

Germany and that of other countries. fn Germany it coincides with the re-

establishment of a central authority by B'ismarc&. Although a fully-fledged

central a,ilministration did not develop until after the First'WorldWar and even

customs duties were collected for the Reich by fiscal authorities of the States,

new function and responsibilities assumed by the Reich contributed decisively

to the growth of the public sector. They had a modern character pointing

towards the military-welfare states of today. Defence was the main pre-occup-

ation of the Reich iro* its foundation, and a decade after the unification the

central government took first steps towards the welfare state by the social

security legislation of 1883 and 1887.
Tüe uirification marks a new epoch in the development of the German

economy as well as a new ideological situation. Although the original impulses

behind ih. ttuosformation of Germany from an agricultural to an ind"ustrial

country can be traced. back to the integration of the market under the ZoII-

vereinln 1833, economic growth accelerated markedly after 1871. Äccorcling

to Hofima,nn, the rate of growth almost doubled in the 1870's compared with

previJus ,iLecad.esl. At the time of the unification, the agricultural character

äf G.r-any hacl not yet been changed and the main industrialization carne

much laterb. The relaiively low level of industrial development is reflected in

the population structure. Almost two thirds of the population were resident

io tütJ areas and these areas, together with towns of no m.ore than fi.ve thou-

sand inhabitants, accounted for äbout 90 o/o of the total. We thus ohserve the

growth ol the pubtic sector in an economy during the process ol industrialization

änd, the related, rnoaement of urbanözation.We should therefore be able to draw

general conclusions as to the effects of the industrialization on the size of the

fub6c sector. Yet the explanation must also take into account political and

iocial factors and their reflection in the ideology of the time. The condition of

ceteris paribus is not fulfilted in our case as the process of industrialization

was taking place in a period of declining liberal ideology.

Liberäfsm strongly influenced public policy until the 70's. Economic

growth was then taking place in a laiss ez-faire climate as is exemplified by the

i-mportance of the priväle initiative in the construction of the railwayt t. Ilt
infliuence of "statism" which, according to Gustau StolTtera, has been one of the

most important characteristics of the German economy, was then small. From

the 187ö', oo*ards, liberalism had been losing ground - and votes. Ä new

epoch, characte rized, by the complementary forges of social reform and

iäprtiulism, began and Germany participated in this evolution at an earlier

L ,Y. G. Hoffmann: Long-term Growüh and Capital Formation in Germanv,_in:

I. A. Lutz and.b. C. Hague (edit.): The Theory of Capital, London 19_61, p- I20.
z I. LUtge.. Deutsche Sözial-'und Wirtschaftsgesöhichte, Berlin 1952, p. 297

and 373.
s In 1875, about half the Prussian railway system was still under private

-rrrug.-","t. S." Gustaa Stolper: German Bconomy iSZO-f940, London 1940, p.73.
t lbid., p. VIII and pp. 8-I2.
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date and to a much greater degree than many other countries. The impetus üo
economtl gto*th after 18?1 was closely connected with tle outcome of the
Franco-Prussian war. The victory brought a wave of optimism favourable to
economic expansion as well as other gains, namely thö extension of the eco-
nomic potenbiai through the annexatiän of Alsace-iorraine and the capital in-
flow of five billion X'rancs in the form of the French'War indemnity- The new
ideological climate brought about interest in social reforin. ti ßlZ, the
"Verein für Socialpolitik" was founded, including among its member s Ad,olph
Wagner, the author of the "Law of the fncreasiog"E*tunt of State Activities,,.
A decade later, a decisive step in this direction *ä* taken with social insurance
legislation.

Thus the growth of the public sector since 1871 reflects the ideological
evolution as well as economic expansion. Both social reform and imperialism
added directly to government eipentliture. Moreover, the grov-th o? th, po-
blic sector was influenced by the strong pa,rticularism ol the constituent stutes.
This particularism reflected.not onlytheir resistance to a loss of power to the
central authority but also the struSsle between different regionui g.oops and.
consequently the different economic interests in Germany. rc carinot say to
what extent the particularism retarded the growüh of the public sector. Its
influence is limjted anyhow to the period priär to lg14 as G'ermany emerged.
from the X'irst World War as a unified state.

3. Statistical findings presented,

The statistical findinslbgrgul th9 general charaeterization of the epoch
of the 1870's. As shown in Table I, _th{'r.*ermanent" government expendilure
was approximately 1.2 bitlion DM. This representeä less than B% of total
output, which is a very low figure compared with the situation since then or
with the share of the public sector rcu.h"d at that time in the llnited King-
dont, which was considered the laissez-faire country par excellence of the
19th Centurytr Th.-expenditure of 1.2 billion DM excluded I billion DM
financed out of the X'rench indgTdty. As the level in later years suggests,
without such a windfatl the R..i._h expenditure in lSTl would undouliedly
have been very near to the level of expänditure financed out of more orthodox
sources than the indemnity, which wä hun*n taken as the permanent level for
the purpose of our discussions 2. fn three generations, economic growth, toge-

I fn the samj year' the proporüion ofgovernmenü erpenditure to G.IV. p. was inthe.U'4' 19o/o. Even this irusi be consiäered a rather-to. t"oel for the U.K. asduring the firsb half of the century th.9 proportion was substantially higher. (Basedon the estimater !y J. Veaerka, ip. cit.j 
I

2 The expenditure of r.2 biiiiotr bU represents an approximation noü onlybecause we haie deducted that pgt of the n"iörr 
"rp""ail"re 

which can be consider-
gd 

": 
directly connected with thä French indemnityb_ut alsoüecause it is not possibleto obtain directly the level of expenditure of state änd local authoritie. prio, to lggl.We have assumed that the expei.dit,.r. of these authorities had g.o* ü"i*".r, LgTzand 1881 at a rate equal to thdunweighted average of the rate achieved in the decader88t-1891, and the rate of increatu iä Prussian_slrte expenditure durint;hr lg70's.For the latter see I/. Gerloft: Die Fina"r-äa Z"lip;ätiilt"r Deutschen Reichesusw., Jena 1913, p. lb4.
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make ary prediction based on a single or a limiüed number of variables mean-
ingless. The only general proposition which we can make with some certainty
is that the greater the dynamism of the future, the more difficult it is to pro-
ject the present trend. A slow and constant rate of economic growüh, at least
in the near future, may not drastically change the proportion of the public
sector in total output but the constancy in this rate cannot be expected to
hold either in the situation of a fast growth or of an economic stagnation.
While the former may very well result in the long run in the reduction of the
public share, the latter would, lead undoubtedly to the opposite result.

Yf . Statistical Appendix

The Statistical Appendix provides a description of the computational
procedures and of the sources. It is not exhaustive, and the reader could not
reconstruct the estimates for himself, but it gives the principles which have
guided the computational procedures and the main steps in applying them, as
well as the sources of information.

- The-presentation of the estimates follows the usual pattern. The tables give
figures which_ have been rounded off to what seemed a sifnificant digit. Thuslhe
components-do lot necessarily add up to totals.When the estimate is nigligible, i.e.
less than half of the value of the last digit, we use & dash as the approp"iate sym-
b-ol (-1.- Lreaving the column blank suggests that the category is n-ol applicablä or
that all the estimates are zero. The two cases are often diffiöult to dislinguish. fs
grpenditure on defence by local authorities zero in each individual year, arid there-
fgre l!e- a,ppr-opriate slrmbol a dash, is this category applicable al this level and
should the column be left blank? We have chosen in Äuc[ä case the latter solution.
Where the data cannot be computed although it can be assumed that it is not
negligible, we have used the symbot (..) for nöt available.

The statistics presented in the Appendix fall into four groups: demo-
graphic statistics, price index, estimates of Gross National Product, and
finally estimates of governmenü expenditure. The three former categories are
of a subsidiary character, giving the framework for the discussion of the estim-
ates of government expenditure on which our effort has been concentrated.
14re shall discuss them in that or,iler, dealing briefly with the first three, and.
then at much greater length with the estimates of government expenditure.
X'irst of all, however, there are problems affecting all the statistical series
which must be explained. The first of these is the determination of the area
to which the statistics refer, and the second that of the time period.

7. Geograplrical Couerage

As far as possihle, all series cover th,e actual territory ol Germany at each
anil an,y period. The old German Reich remained unchanged during its whole
existence, and thus the estimates until 1913 refer throughout to the same geo-
graphical area. The inter-war estimates refer to the reduced territory thaü
existed in 1925, allowance being made for the inclusion of the Saar after 1935.
After the SecondWorld\\rar, the statistics are limited to that part of Germany
which constitutes the German n'ederal Republic. The exclusion of Berlin and
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the Saar from the post-war estimates was dictated, by the lack of statistical
sources. Where possible, estimates for the same year have been given for a
territory before and after the changes.

2. Time Period,

Our study covers the period lrom the unification ol Germany until today.
The first year in the series for which data exist is 1872, and the last covered
by the estimates is 1958. We have attempted to provide estimates for each
individual year with the exception of those during the war and post-war
disturbances. The two gaps extend from 1913-1925 and 1938-1950. Very
little data are available for those years, and their interpretation poses difficult
conceptual problems which are beyond the scope of this study.

All the estimates refer to calendar rather than to f,sca,l years, with the ex-
ception of the estimates of government expenditure for single "benchmark"
years prior to the First World 

'W'ar 
when conversion was impossible. For the

remaining years we have followed the usual but imperfect method of convert-
ing fiscal into calendar years based on the assumption that expenditure is
spread evenly over the whole year.

3. Demographic Statistics

The aggregate population together with an index based. on 1901 is given
in Table A. 1. The figures are mid-year estimates of the "de jure" population
until 1938, and thereafter of the population normally resident in the country.
These estimates are among others given in the Statistical Yearbookl. The
following two tables, A,2 and A. 3, give information about the changes in the
density of population. The first gives the distribution for selected years of
total population between rural and urban areas, the latter being subdivided
according to the size of the community. Both absolute figures and percentage
distribution are given. The second. table relates the total population to the
area, giving the changes in the average density over the period. Both tables
are based on data reproduced by the X'ederal Statistical Office in a volume
dealing with long-term statistical series 2.

4. Price Inden

The price index used for deflating all current estimates is given in Table
A. 4. It is conlposed of two parts. IIntiI 1925, it represents the movement of
prices of selected commodities, and after this date it is based on the index
implicit in the official estimates of the national product at current and cons-
tant prices. The first part of the index, tbat which covers the individual years
until 1913 and the price changes between 1913 and 1925, is divided into two.
During the 1870's, it represents an index of wholesale prices with shifting

L Statistisches Bund,esamt: Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, published annually since 1952, and a corresponding publication for
earlier years.

2 Statistisches Bundesamt: Bevölkerung undWirtschaft, "Statistik der Bundes-
republik Deutschland", Band 199, 1958, Tables I and 3, pp. 10-13.
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weights 1, and after that date it is an unweighted geometric average of the
former index and a retail index of good prices 2. The resulting index has the
advanLases of damping to a certain degree the price fluctuations typical for
wholesale prices without giving undue emphasis on price changes of food.-
stuffs.

5. Gross l{ationa,l Prod,uct

The historical statistics of G. N. P. are very incomplete in spite of the fact
that the Imperial Statistical Office ("statistisches Reichsamt") published a
national income monograph as early as 19323. On the other hand, as a result
of the relatively early use of income tax or similar taxes in the German tax
system, the income statistics on which the first estimates of national income
are based are available long before 1872 when our enquiry starüs. Systematic
estimates of national product, based on either the production or expenditure
method, are only available after the Second'WorldWar. The concept consider-
ed most suitable for our purposes is that of the Gross lr{crtional Product at
Factor Cost, but it is only since 1950 that it is directly available from the offic-
ial national ineome estimates. Ilntil then, official statistics gave estimates of
Nationa,l Income rather than of Gross l{ational Product, and the underlying
concept was different. The minor conceptual differences can be ignored as they
are quantitatively negligiblea. The major deviation from the concept of nation-
al product as it is accepted today is tlre treatment ol gouernment.W-hile üoday
government is usually treated as a final consumer, then all expenditure which
added directly to individual welfare was considered as expenditure out of
private income. Such expenditure is, however, already included in private in-
comes in the form of direct taxation. It is only that part of expenditure on
behalf of the consumer, financed out of indirect taxes, which has to be added
to total aggregate incomes. The adjustment of such a concept of National In-
come to that accepted today consists of reducing the aggregate to the
originalfevel. The estimates of G.N.P. are ühen obtained by adding depre-
ciation. X'rom 1925 onwards, it is possible to use officialnational incorne..ii--
ates, since both adjustments have been carried out by the Federal Statistic-
al Office 6. The series has been given for the pre-war years, alternatively for
the territory of the L925 Reich and of the Federal Republic. For the period.
prior to 1925, two alternative series of national income estimates ate available.

1 This index was calculated by the Institut lür Konjunkturlorschung (Sonder-
heft I{o. 37, Berlin 1925).

2 For the index of retail prices see Statistisches Bundesamt: Bevölkerung und
Wirtschaft, op. ciü., Table 2, p. 84.

3 Etatistisches ReichsamtJ Das deutsche Volkseinkommen vor und nach dem
Kriege,_ Einzelschrift zur Statistik des Deutschen Reichs Nr. 24, Berlin tg32 (later
referred to as Einzelschrift, 24).

a See in this {glPegti Die_langfristige Entwicklung des Sozialprodukts, "!Virt-
schaft und Statistik", 6 Jg., H:eft-Z, February 1954 (üter referreä to as W. u. S.
February I95a)

5 Einzelschrift 24, op._9it., p. 2g, and lV. u. S., Februa,ry L954, op. cit., p. 69.6 W. u. S., February Lgl4,bp. ciü.
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The 1932 monograph gives estimates from 1891 onwards. A slightly different
seriesgoing as farback as 1851 is givenby HoffmannandMüller 1. Ourestimat-
es, given in Table A. 5, are based on the latter series, which is preferable in
view of its longer run of estimates and of a higher degree of sophistication in
its method. As no estimates of capital consumption in those years are available,
we have assumed that the capital depreciation in 1913 was equal to LIo/o of
the national prod"uct, i.e. the same proportion as observed in the inter-war
periodz.We have further assumed that between 1891 and 1913, the proportion
of capital depreciation in G.I{. P. declined by the same relative amount as the
share of capital formation in G.I{.P. X'or the years prior to 1891, w€ have
extrapolated the estimates of G.I{. P. at Factor Cost on the basis of those of
national income.

6. Goaernment E apeniliture

The remaining tables in the Statistical Appendix give the estimates of
total goaernnxent erpenditure. The aggregate expenditure is broken down ac-
cording to three criteria, namely the econom,ic category, the function, and the
leael of gouernment; and the procedure of obtaining these divisions will be
explained in connection with the relevant tables.

The break-down of total goyernment expenditure by different levels of govern-
ment is often implied in the presontation of statistics. fn many countries the only
available financial statistics are the separate accounts published by the different
government levels. This was the case of Germany beforeWorldWar f, while for sub-
sequent yea,rs we c&n rely on the consolidated accounts of all levels of government,.
The discussion of sources and methods will, therefore, fall into two parts, namely
that dealing with statistics prior to 1913, and that dealing with the years since then.

The lack of published consolidated accounts prior to 1913 meant that
first of all, we had to compute estimates for the different levels of govern-
ment and combine them afterwards. The estimates for the central govern-
ment were relatively easy to obtain as the accounts of the Reich govern-
ment were published regulatlyt.

The other two levels of government, namely the governments of the states
("Bundesstaaten" before 

'W'orld 
War I, "Länder" afterwards) and the local

authorities ("Gemeinden" and "Gemeindeverbänd.e") each published their
own accounts. We have not attempted. to estimate government expenditure
for each separate state, although the accounts of the state governments were
published separately. It is impossible to do so in the case of the thousands of

t ,Y . G. Hoffmann and J . H. Müller : Das deutsche Volkseinkommen 1851-1957,
Tübingen 1959.

2 As there are no estimates of capital depreciation for 1913 and the years prior
to that, such &n &ssumption seems to us to minimize a.ny possible error. An evidence
in its support, admittedly a yery weak one, c&n be seen in the fact that gross capital
formation represented the same proportion of G.N.P. in l9l3 as in 1925. See
R. IVagenlühr: Zvt Entwicklung der Invesüitionstätigkeit vor dem l(riege, "Viertel-
jahreshefte zur Konjunkturforschung", 10. Jg., Heft 4, Teil A, Berlin 1936.

I We have used tabulations in the "Statistisches Jahrbuch", op. cit.
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local authorities, even though in most of the states some data on local govern-
ment expenditure were publishedl. The first attempt to present a complete
picture of the financial transactions of all public authorities was made in a
report accompanying the proposal for finance reform in 19072. Soon after the
turn of the century, the central statistical office ("Kaiserliches Statistisches
Amt") started to publish at irregular intervals summary financial statistics
of the central and state governments3. These summaries, together with the
"Denkschriftenband" 1908, represent the main source of information for the
period until 1913. Whenever we have used. additional sources, they will be
mentioned in the discussion of individual tables.

X'or the period from 1913 onward.s (i.r. for the year 1913 and the years
1925 and after), we have used statistics prepared by the Imperial Statistical
Office and published in the current statistical sources such as the Statistical
Yearbook or in special publications ("Einzelschriften zur Statistik des Deut-
schen Reichs" or part of the "statistik des Deutschen Reicbs"). AfterWorld
War II, they have been published by the Federal Statistical Office ("statisti-
sches Bund.esamü")4. They cover all public authorities, with one exception,
namely that of social insurance funds. These are not treated as part of tht
public sector and so their accounts have been published separately. X'or our
purpose we have used. the tabulations given in the Statistical Yearbook.

Table A. 6 gives expenditure of total government for selected years be-
tween 1881 and 1913 and annually for the years covered in our study. Current
expenditures are then deflated for price changes and both current and con-
stant estimates are given on a per capita basis. Public authorities are defined
in the usual manner, includ.ing governments and bodies carring out govern-
ment functions. Governments ("öffentliche Verwaltung") include the govern-
ment of the "Reich" ("Bund"), those of the states ("Länder"), and the local
authoriüies ("Gemeinden" and "Gemeindeverbände"). All these are included
in the X'inancial Statistics 5. One category of public bod.ies, namely those
carrying out certain economic or social functions on the territory of several
local authorities ("Zweckverbände"), are omitted from the X'inancial Sta-

I For a detailed description of available statistics of local finance unüil fg08
see O. Most: Die Gemeindefinanzstatistik, "schriften desVereins für Socialpolitik",
Band 126 and L27, Leipzig Ig08 and lgl0

2 Denkschriftenband zur Begründung des Entwurfs eines Gesetzes, betreffend
4l{"fy$^"L im X'inanzwesen,_ iä A Teäen, "Verhand.lungen des Reichstat;;;;
1907-1909, Band 249,250 and 251. The estimates are given in teit I: "Das Finänz-
wesen der öffentlichen Körperschaften in Deutschlandi'. fn the text below, we shall
refer to this volume as "Denkschriftenband 1908".

3 Die Finanzen des Reichs und der deutschen Bundesstaaten, "Vierüeljahres-
hefte zur Statistik des deutschen Reichs", first published in 1902. Our estimatös have
been derived from tabulations in the followinglolumes : 2. }Jeft l9ll, 2. IJeft lgl3,
and 4. Heft 1922.

a Statistik der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, "Die öffenüliche Finanzwirtschaft
in Bund, Ländern, Gemeinden und Gemeindeverbänden in den Rechnungsjahren
f948 bis 1954", fitst published Ir 1957, gives consolidated accounts of all publict

authorities. A rseparate series, "Staatliche Finanzerl", coyers central and- state
authorities, and a series "Kommunale Finanzen" covers local authorities.

5 For their coverage see "Die öffentliche Finanzwirtscha,ft", op. cit. p. 5.
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I rbid, p. T-8. Tr': g}ly exceptiol_1ill: Ilf^T,t 
fromand into reserYe funds

tr'e ititä-+;; p;'iltd. Thä ensuing 9t'.ot,it i:q]iqi!lt;
; ä;ä;'iäil,iräiilä i" tr'"'' Stätistisches Jahrbuchl'- 9p'

tistics and. consequently from our estimates. As they provide services in part

to the local authorities against payment, they 
"t 

*"ertheless included to

that extent und.er rocar goouro-ent expänditire. The omission is more im-

portant insofar as publi." ,upitul fo.muiion is concerned; such expenditures

are excrud.ed.. The onry group of non-governmental character included' is the

semi-public bod.ies uäro-"irri*t.ring _ th; German system of social insurance,

which has already been mentioned '

Government expenditure is defined. as enpenditures by p.ublic authorities

of a non-f,nanc,iar chära,cter on seruices which are not sold against specific pay-

ments to the p,riuate sector.Each expenditure is to be included only once in the

aggregate, transfers between diffeient pubric authorities and between d'iffer-

ent accounrs of one pubric authority f,urr" to be eliminated. Any expenditure

item is allocated to that public authority which is responsible for the provision

of a given service whatever the source of finance. In the terminology of the

x'inancial statistics, our concept is that of "unmittelbare AusgaP.o" and not

of ,,Eigenausgaben,,. The etimihation ol internal tra'nsfers within the public sec-

tor has utr.uäy b".o carried out in the Financial statisticsl, and' no adjust-

ment was, therefore, necessary for the_ period covered br t_h.T. rlntil 1913,

not all transfers could b* .".roded and lh. uggregate includes,*?*bl" count-

ing to that extent,. we have excluded no"-Jp..fu. transfers ("überweisun-

genund.Matr iku larbe i t räg" , , )2betweenthe^cent ra lgovernmentandthe
state governments but noi specific grants ("zwecksebundene vergütungen

aus der Reichskasse,,) which #.r* rr.giigiules. As we have included in the pu-

blic sector total expenditure on sociafirriorunce, that part which was financed

out of the genuruf revenue of pubric- authorities had to be excluded' These

contributions, which were enti'rely the_responsibilitl of the central govern-

ment prior to ihe second.'worrd.w#, and, to a minor ä.gt"., of the states afler

that, were deducte'il.

The existence of inter-governm"4?l pa'yments complicated the , problem of

excruding siüü from rh" ;;i;;lä. itt"^wirore 
"-oont 

of expenditüre bv the

Berlin local authorities (,,unilüf"iuur" a".g"üL";1 *horrta not haie been excluded

since part 
"f 

ltil firr"rr.*d from the reso"?;;. ;d the other public authorities in

fürmany. However, neitherltlt*tfpft.a artt .to, the infoimation made subse-

quently ,o"iirfi";y-il; r"a"rrt'statisticar office give enough detail to warrant

its inclusion.

The next step in obtaining the estimates of government expenditure was

to erimina,te enpend,iture ite;s ol a purery f,rlancial nature. Lend"ing, for

exampre, is not generailyconsidered pä]t of"gorretnment expenditure; neither

is the por.hu.. Jf ,..ond-hand. assets]we ha.r"e, ne'ertheless, included the sub-

stantial I";. 1;,Gewährung von Darrehen, Inanspruchnahme aus Bürg-

schaften',) by ali levels of pulhc authorities, especially by state governments'

The majority of these *.ät toward-s housing and. represented capital grants

to housirrg uJ*o.iations. The factthat the prÄision of housing facilities by the

tn

r TL;; trurr*f"rs u-o""ted at most to 85 million DM'
cit.
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public authorities in Germany was carried out in this way rather than by u
direct system of grants or by a direct provision of housing facilities, is, from
our point of view, irrelevant. The other major point in this respect is the
treatment of loan charges borne by the state and local authorities. As most
of the debt has been incurred for productive purposes, we have assumed thaü
the loan charges measure approximately the flow of real services derived from
the ownership of capital assets by these authorities. The same assumption
cannot be made at the central level. Besides the imputed stream of services, we
have the actual payments on debt service at all levels of government. Of this,
only the interest has been included, as the repayment of the principal repre-
sents a purely financial transaction.

The final, and most difficult, problem has been the treatment ol trading
actiaities. Over the period as a whole, the trend has been towards their separa-
tion from other governmental activities. Prior to 1913, they were mostly not
separated from the provision of other services and thus, they represented part
of the public sector. They are included in our estimates, as given in the Ap-
pendix Tables A. 6 to A. 34t, to the extent of expenditure on capital account.
Expenditure on curuent expenditure is, of course, excluded as it is offset by
the current revenue. However, one part of the current expenditure on trading
services, namely the loan charges, proved difficult to separate from the loan
charges for non-trading purposes. We have therefore not deducted them at
central and local levels. In the former case, they were negligible as the Reich
did not participate to a significant extent in economic activities. In the case
of the states, which provided not only railways but also many other trading
services, we have only succeed ed in deducting that proportion of debt which was
incurrend in the construction of the railways2. After 1913, the greater pro-
portion of trading activities, among them the most important ones such as
railways, were carried out by autonomous bodies and thus disappeared from
the accounts altogether. This applies not only to current expenditure which
is self- liquidating in any case but to capital expenditure as well. Our estim-
ates exclude capital formation even of enterprises which remained under the
direct responsibility of the public authorities. This is because of the inter-\var
practice of including in the Financial Statistics only the net balance of ex-
penditure and revenue on both current and capital accounts. After the Second.
\YorldWar, the usual method of giving the net balance of current expenditure
and total capital expenditure was adopted 3. Thus the post-war definition of

I As we have pointed out, Appendix Table 4.35, as well as all the tables in the
text, is based on the "adjusted" series.

2 ft, provecl very difficult to separa,te the railway debt from the rest for each
state and each year. \4/e have therefore assumed that the division of total liabilities
in Prussia between those connected with railway construction and those connected
with other purposes represents fairly well the situation in other states. This assump-
tion hasproved satisfactory for 1910, for which year wehaveobtained the data for
ail states from "Vierteljahreshefte zur Statistik des deutschen Reiches", 20. Jg.,
Heft 2, p.30. The estimates for Prussia are from "Süatistisches Handbuch für den
Preußis. hen Staat", published annually by the "Königliches Statistisches Bureau
in Berlin".

3 "Die öffentliche Finanzwirtschafb", op. cit., p.6.
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public sector is wider than the inter-war one. The available estimates of capital

formation in the inter-war period are not d.etailed enough to make the cor-

responding adj ustments.
A similur'problem is encountered" in separ'-thg prior to 1913 fees anil

similar poy*rits other tha,n tares from the iotal t&eoue. This has proved

impossible and we have therefore used the wider concept of gross expendit-

ure1. For the period since 1913, the Financial Statistics have given the

break-down of i.u, by functions. A detailed examination of fees in selected

years has sho*o tnut, on tb.e whore, only those in the categories of Admini-

stration, and Law and order, represent.taxes, the rest being payments for

services provided. we have th.r.iore excluded all fees with the exception of

those in these catego, ies. The contributions to social insurance haue been con-

sidered as tares.
The ag#egate government expenditure as described above is given, by

thereaer ol gorän*ät,in Tabre L.i.we have consolidated all public authori-

ties into three categories, namery central, state and local. The central level

covers the Reich goiernment 
"od 

it, successor after 7945,the Federa| goverl-

ment, as we1 u*-th" Burden Equalization x'und ("lastenaggsl-eich") which

has been kept separate for administrative purpg*..: flom the Federal Budget'

It also includes the social insurance systöm *nl.n has always-been the re-

sponsiblity of the centrul go"grp.lt..The other two levels include a multi-

tüae or pottic authorities-with jurisdiction ove a limited territorll state

governments for the territoriu, of the constituent states ("Bundesstaaten",
,,Länder,,), an6 local authorities. The X'inancial Statistics give separately u

fourth category of public authorities, namely, local governments which also

fulfit the functions of state governments ("siadt{?4""). we_have included

them in the state lever as a greater proportion of their expenditure was of a

state rather than of a local ätor.. 'inu tUitd category includes governments

of ind.ividual communes and those with jurisdiction over several communes

( " Gemeind.everbände " ) .
The general sources of all levels of public authorities have already been

indicated. They also give the breakdowi by tle levels of goler-nment. How-

ever, they are not comprete. The "Denkschriftenband- 1908" does not give

a.yinformation about ih. ."penditure of local authorities prior to 1907 and

the Financial statistics exclude the expenditure of the Reich government for

1933 and the following Years'

our estimates of the growth of looal erpend,iture,prior tn L913 are rather un-

satisfactory for two reasonil sdtistical maäerial collected' and published in that

neriod *r. ..urre urrd the different estimates available are not comparable with one

ffi;ä;:är," t",rv artempr t" 
"üi"i" " 

.äqr.-t9.pic!qre w&s made in connection with

the surv"y rJi"{rrääöä;ür,riit""rarra igoStl.arr}ough rhe enquiry_aimed at

obtaining * ..ri"ä-covering rggi, ragt, rgot and lg07, th; only published estimate

- 
t The r*ultant error is negligible. The amounts of fees, etc. which include some

unrequir.d p;;;;ir ii." il g"#ö;Lr-äin"t rhan administration, law and order)

amounte at, d.TJt äliir"i"tal e_xpend.iture at the central level and to L.3% at the

state rever. These percentag"r it aiäute, of .oorr., only the maximum e*or as not all

fees etc. represent requre" n?{1.r,.,'tr. rn.r" estimatös have been derived from data

gioutt in "benkschriftenband 1908", op' cit'
I
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of local grpenditure covered 1907, and even this was subjected to severe criticisml.
Pu* of the erpenditure, namely that of the communes of under 10,000 inhabitants,
had to be imputed, and no indication of the underlying method was given. Further-
more, even the returns of the local authorities wittr- 10,000 or more in-habitants were
not, made out according to the same accounting principles. The estimate included
!o!h net and_gross expenditure, as well as double öounting due to transfers between
different authorities, and those between accounts of thebne authority. It also in-
cluded expenditure on trading services which were financed out of-sales to the
private-sector. I{o information as to their amount was given. We have therefore
a_dop..Pd for the year lgOT the estimate which Gerlofr latei on derived from that of
the "Denkschriftenband 1908". fts reliability cannot be ascertained as the descrip-
tion of the method used and of the additionäl sources is still unpublished s.

For the years prior to 1907 , even less is available in terms of published
information. The "Denkschriftenband 1908" gave, for selected years from
1881 onwards, a series of tax revenue in larger communes, i. e. with 10,000 or
mole inhabitants. For smaller communes, we have an implicit estimate for
1881 by Schutartzs. Corresponding estimates of tax revenue in smaller com-
munes for the later years have been obtained by extrapolating between the
latter estimate and that of the "Denkschriftenband 1908". Having thus ob-
tained a series of tax revenue in both larger and smaller communes, the next
step was to estimate other categories of revenue. We have observed first of all
the relationship between taxes and other revenue in Prussia. There is a strong
evidence that the survey of local finance in 1883 which covered all communes
was carried out very carefully by the Prussian Statistical Office a, and we have,
therefore, accepted its findings. X'or the years between 1883 and I 907 , we have
extrapolated the total erpenditure of Prussian local authorities on the basis
of changes in tax revenue. The proportion of tax revenue to expenditure in
Prussia fell from 52% to 42%hy 1907. The expenditure from r&.no. other
than taxes by local authorities in other states had to be estimated. 

'We 
have

assumed that the proportion of taxes in total revenue (and expenditure) fell
to the same extent, that is from 73%in 1881 to 59oÄin 1907.With the actual
estimates of tax revenue which we had, this assumption gave the remaining

L Otto Most, op. cit., pp. 8G-8f .
Gerlof- estimated total.local expenditure in 1907 at, 2,3M million DM, by

adding up all local revenue other than trading profit. This estima,te implicitly gives
the amount of non-trading revenue other than taxes which cannot 

-be 
obtiined

directly from the "Denkschriftenband 1908." IJnfortunately, the indication abouü
the sources and methods is limited to a fairly general statement, "Bei kritischer
Würdi gung des llaüerials- m i_t__vorsi c h ti ggn ergenzönden S ch ätzungen . . . kommt man
?u folgender lfbersicht" (W. Gerlof :- Der 

-staatshaushalt 
,rnd" drs Finanzwesen

Deutschlands, "Handbuch derFinanZwissenschaft",2. Aufl.., 3. Band, Tübingen lg2g,
p.22) .

3 Bchwartz estimated the total tax revenue of all communes in 1881; from this,
we have deducted tax revenue of larger communes, as given in the "Dentschriften-
band 1908", and we have taken the residual as represenl,ing the tax revenue in snrall
communes. How reliable is this estimate? The onty eviderice in this respect is indi-
rect. Due to his positigry Schuartzwas presumably able to use the unpriblished ma-
terial collected for the "Denkschriftenbänd 1g08".-However inaccuratö these refurns
might Luot been, th.ere is a presumption that they are preferable to pure guesswork.

a Reproduced in Verein frir Socialpolitik, "fümeindefinanzen'r, op.1it., p. Bg.
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estimates for the states other than Prussia. Even though this assumption
is not based on any other direct evidence, any possible error is of minor quan-
titative importance. Prussia, for which we used actual estimates, accounted
for over 70% of local expenditure in 1907. The estimates of local government

expenditure for the years prior to 1907 are thus to a great extent based on
returned d.ata. The only element of guesswork are the estimates of expenditure

from sources of revenue other than taxation in all the states except Prussia;
yet even this is based on the a,nalogy with Prussia whicb could not have been
altogether without relevance. The other question as to the correctness of the
returned data is more difficult to ascertain. We can only conclude that they
are the only estimates available and as such have been accepted and repeated
by all authors writing in this field.

The second gap in the series covered by the main sources is the erpendit-
ure ot' the central goaernment in tlte yea,rs 1933 and after. The Budget of the
Reich \Mas not published and the Financial Statistics, from 1933 on, included
only the expenditure of state and local governments. Not even the post-war
recapitulations of financial statistics added the missing information, the rea-

son being that for those years, audited accounts for the Reich are not avail-
ablel. The budget data were, nevertheless, published after the war2. Although
we have incorporated these data into our statistics, the same reasons which
caused the Federal Statistical Office to exclude them from their post-war pu-
blications still hold. The figures are deficient and not strictlycomparable with
other estimates for several reasons. They represent budget data and not audit-
ed expenditure. X'urther, substantial sums rvere spent on public works and
later, on the rearmament programme, which would not be fully recorded.
This concealed spending was made possible by the practice of recording ex-
penditures fi.nanced by short-term debt only when the debt matured,, and not
when the debt was contracteds. We have accepted these data and conrbined
them with estimates for other levels of government as given in the Financial
Statistics. lVe deducted that part of the Reich expenditure which represented
transfers to other public authorities as well as payments for the services pro-
vided to the private sector. X'inally, we add.ed the expenditure on social ins-
urance.

An alternative would have been to adopt one of the estimates made by other
authors in this field. Both Kleina and Nathän5 give the expenditure series for the
I930's based on either original statistics or on those of other writers. Horvever, though
these statistics may give a picture nearer to reality, their summary character and the
absence of any details as to the computational procedure makes them unsuitable
for further use. Only in one table, A. 10, have we reproduced Klein's estimates in
order to obtain an idea of the break-down oi total expenditure by economic categories
which is not available from the budget data. Their inclusion does not suggest their

1 "Die öffentliche Finanzwirtschaft", op. cit., p. 9.
2 Statistisches Handbuch von Deutschlancl, 1928-1944, München 1949' pp.

546-555.
3 Otto l{athan, op. cit., pp. 43-45 and 82.
o Op. cit., statistical aPPendix.
u Op. cit., appendix A.
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comparability with the rest of the statistical information. IrTeither have we suo-

ceeded in reconcJi"g them with the series given in Table A' 71'

With the estimates of Reich expenditures in the 1930's, we have completed

the series of total government, ."p*diture for the yearl covered' by this stud'-y'

fo utt.mpts havä been made d obtain even approximate estimates for the

war and immediate post-war years which are not covered. by the X'inancial

Statistics.
The foltowing table, A. 8, gives expenditure at each level of government

on a ,,pu, capita""basis, and. thä percuotugr distribution of total expend-iture

by the levels of_government'
T}Ie erpend,iture on social insuranceis given in T3!1" 

A' 9' X'or the years

until 1gb0, it has been derived from retuins of individual social insurance

foodr, ,.priotrd in the statistical Yearbook, as no summary datarcovering all

;h. t;rrr^ hu, ever been made available in the official statistics.'We have ex-

cluded. all transfers either within the insurance system or to, and' from, other

ilblt;authorities. This d.oes not mean that 1e minor items of double-count-

ing remurn ,n the yea-rl before 1950. Since then, we have the computation of

tn? n.a.ral Statistical Office as part of the attempt to reconstruct a complet'e

,yrt-* of social accounts for drr-uoy since 19b02. as this data have been

constructed according to the same principles as_tlose followed in this study,

*, hurru adopted. thÄ without a"i change. Table A. g also gives the break-

d.own of total rrp."aiture between good.s and. services on the one hand, and

transfers on the Jther. W'e have treatäd all cash benefits ("Leist_ungen") wb.ich

*rr" clearly id.entified. as such as transfers; the residull expenditure has been

classified as purchases of goods and services. Thus the latter category includes

a certain amount of traisfers which were outside the scopg o-f the usual in-

surance benefits (..s. "IJnterstützungen an Kleinsied,ler"). Although we have

classified all expend"iture on social insurance until 1950 as current, d'uring the

1980's the sociäl iororance funds were diverted towards the fi-nancing of pu-

blic works. The available statistical material is not detailed' enough to sepa-

rate these items from the administrative cost of social insurance. The category

of por.hases of current, goods and. services by social.insurance fund's thus in-

cl,idus, until 1950, itemJ which are not only expend.itures on capi_tal accounü

but which are also outside the scope of social insurance and which should' be

classified under different functiooäl categories. Since 1950 the purchases of

gooat and. services on capital account have been given separately'

The brealc-ilown ol ütal enpend,iture ,into the iifferent econom'i,c categofigt,

given in Tables A. 10 and. A. 17, proved possible only for the years covered by

the X,inancial Statistics. X'or tLä yearslrior to 1913, only expenditure of a

non-recurrent character, which includ.ei fixed capital formation, could' be

separated from the rest, and. for the years afüer 193t, no d.ata comparable with

r Klein'sestimates are substantially lower than ours, e-speciall.y il the earlier

yea6. In lgg2, for example, his estiärt","in billion DM, is 15.1äs against' ours of L7 '7

and the discrepancy is even *;;;" rös+ (19.7 against,2t. o) . Klein does not give

u"o"gtr details^to uilo* us tJreconcile his estimates with ours.
I Der Staat als Teil a.r Voftrwirtschaft 1950 bis 1959, "'W. u. St." Heft 3'

March 1961.

10 Finanzarchiv N. F. 23 Eeft 2
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comparability with the rest of the statistical information. Neither have we suo-

c"rdäd in reöonciling them with the series given in Table A. 71.

With the estimates of Reich expenditures in the 1930's, we have completed

the series of total government expenditure for the years covered. by this study.

I{o attempts have been made to obtain even approximate estimates for the

war and immediate post-war years which are not covered. by the X'inancial

Statistics.
The following table, A. 8, gives expend-iture at each level of government

on a "p., capita" basis, and the percentage d.istribution of total expend-iture

by the levels of government.- 
The erpenditure on social insurance is given in Table A. 9. For the years

until 1950, it has been derived from returns of individual social insurance

funds, reprinted in the Statistical Yearbook, as no summary data covering all

the years has ever been made available in the official statistics. We have ex-

cluded all transfers either within the insurance system or to, and from, other

public authorities. This does not mean that no minor items of double-count-

iog rc*ain in the years before 1950. Since then, we have the computation of

thä X'ederal Statistical Office as part of the attempt to reconstruct a complete

system of social accounts for Germany since 19502. As this data have been

c-onstructed according to the same principles as those followed in this study,

we have ad.opted them without any change. Table A. 9 also gives the break-

down of total expend.iture between goods and services on the one hand., and.

transfers on the other.We have treated all cash benefits ("Leistungen") which

were clearly identified. as such as transfers; the residual expend.iture has been

classified as purchases of goods and services. Thus the latter category includ.es

a certain amount of transfers which were outside the scope of the usual in-

surance benefits (..g. "IJnterstützungen an Kleinsiedler"). Although we have

classified all expenditure on social insurance until 1950 as current, during the

1930's the social insurance funds were diverted towards the financing of pu-

blic works. The available statistical material is not detailed enough to sepa-

rate these items from the administrative cost of social insurance. The category

of purchases of current goods and services by social insurance funds thus in-

cludes, until 1950, items which are not only expend.itures on capital account

buü which are also outside the scope of social insurance and. which should be

classified under d.ifferent funcüional categories. Since 1950 the purchases of

goods and services on capital account have been given separately.
The brealc-down ol total enpenditure'into the different econom'ic categories,

given in Tables A. 10 and A. 17, proved possible only for the years covered. by

inr fUancial Statistics. X'or the years prior to 1913, only expenditure of a

non-recurrent character, which includes fixed capital formation, could be

separated from the rest, and for the years after 1932, no data comparable with

L Klein's estimates are substantially lower than ours, especially in the earlier
years. In 1932, for example, his estimate, in billion DM, is 15.1 as ?_gainst, ours of 17.7
änd the discrepancy is even greater in 1934 (16.7 against 21. 6) . Klein does not give
enough details to allow us to reconcile his estimates with ours.

I Drr Staat als Teil der Volkswirtschaft 1950 bis 1959, "W. u. St'." Heft 3,
March 1961.

16 Flnanzarchiv N. F. 23 Heft 2
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the rest could be obtained at all. In the years covered bythe Financial Stat-
istics, the procedure was straightforward.'We first estimated the amount of
transfers and of fixed capital formation and then obtained the current con-
sumption by the public authorities as the residual. The main categories of
transfers are interest payments on national ("Reich") debt, social tiansfers,
various forms of compensation payments in consequence of war, inclucling
reB.alalion payments, and loans. This category also includes diverse subsidie{
which have been-given separately only in the post-war period. Fixed capitai
formation should include purchases of new assets for other than miliiary
purposes. The separation of second-hand from new assets could be carrieä
out for the post-war years; on the other hand, expenditure on rrrilitary assets
has been excluded since 1913.

The economic break-down proved impossible for a,n;r year prior to lgl3. Besides
social insurance transfers, which are given separately in"Tabie A. g an;rway, and.
interest payments, 'we have no informätion totnable"us to estimate the ämot-nt of
transfers. The onl-l division is that between ordinary and extraordinary expend iture
("o1de_nlliche und außerordentliche"). The latt"r .äbgory is much wiäer dhur, fixed
capital formation, including any expenditure of non-ögülar recurrence whether on
capital or current account. It also prbved impossible to äeparate military from other
purposes, wlri^ch is another re&son for the nön-comparability of this .ätugory with
estimates of fixed capital formation in later years.

The budget data for the Reich government on which our estimates for
1933 and after are based were not sufficiently detailed for us to separate either
fixed capital formation or transfers.'\rye have therefore reprodor.d the division

letwgen goods and services and transfers given by Klein As the underlying
definitions are not identical, the only potpos. of reproducing this data- hai
been to indicate the order o!_magnitude ofthe chanfes in the two categories
between 7932 and 1938. As Klein's estimates are only partly given for öalen-
dar years, the ot!_grs- being for fiscal years, we havs räonrit.d th.m by the
t tnSl procedure.'We have also added the expenditure of the social insurance
as Kle'i,n presumably excluded that item from the estimates.

The classifcation ol enpenditure by functions, given in Tables Ä. 18 to
A. 29, which is the second of our three divisionr, ,ä*u up against the same
difficulties as those_-9t by th9 previous one. A complete bräakäown is possible
only since 1913 and the Reich expenditure in the ig30'r could only bä classi-
fied incompletely. In th_e years for which a full classification was possible, we
have divided all expenditure into eight main categories with the subdivision
of social services into their individual components. We have followed t1e
classification pattern adopted in other studies, such as those for Rritain by
Peacock and W'isen1'an, in so far as the details given in the X'inancial Statistics
made this possible. fn some cases, and this is especially so in the case of
economic and environmental services, the eategories given there differed from
those in our classifikation and we had to adopt them as they were 1.

The first category, Adm'inistrat'ion and oth,er, includes the cost of general
administration other than the administration of a particular service, such as

1 For a detailed
schafü", op. cit., pp.

list of all functional categories see "Die öffentliche Finan zwirt-
23-26.
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education, and. other minor items which cannot be allocated to any specific

function. It also includes expenditure on overseas services which are often

classifi.ed separately, as well äs the cost of frscal administration and of debt

managemenü. The-second category, Law and Order, represents th_e cost of

maintäioirg an internal syst.- of p.ace and.lawfulness. The cost of the Feder-

al Border iiolice ("Bund.rgt.tr""ibot"") i. not included here as this function

is usually carried out within the framework of military defence. ft is, there-

ior., inciud.ed in the next category , Defence, which also includes the contri-

butions toward,s the cost of Alli-ed Forces in Germany.The main expenditure

is, of course, the cost of armed forces. This category does not include those

expenditures which can be classified only indirectly u. defence, such as econ-

omic measures increasing the self-suff.ciency of the country, or tho_se which

were deliberately financeä under the non-military sections of ühe budget. The

first problem is that of definition and it can be ,tgo9d that only 4ot9 expend-

iture's which serve direct d.efence purposes should be included. During a pre-

paration for war, defence 
"*proäitu_re 

so defi.ned. must, und.erestimate the

äctuat military effort. The secänd problem is that of availability-of data. It is

impossible to separate direct defence such as construction of airfields or forti-

ficätion from other public work programmes in the 1930's. To that extent, our

data underestimatäs the actuul döf.oce expenditure. The next category is

that of War d,amage conxpensation which is better described by the German

term of "Kriegsfolgelasten". It includes the burdens arising ou! oj war, other

than those of ä roriul nature, the most important among them being the pay-

ment of reparations afterWorldWar I. It includes a compensation to Israel as

well as intärnal payments for damages caused during the war. The occupation

costs which ur. 
-.o-etimes 

classified under this category have been treated as

defence expenditure. Social seraices include social insurance, social assistance

whether related to the war or not, education, housing and health. The last cat-

egory has not been given separately in the_ inter-war period from L929 onward s.

T"he category of Eäonomic-seraicei includes the provision of services directly

assistingi.ooo-ic activities, including here the provision of trading services.

On the ähol., these are provided in twö forms, either by economic enterprises,

such as utilities or transport enterprises, or by the ownership of real assets

such as build.ing grootrd ("Erwerbsvermögen" and "Wirtschaftsunterneh-

men"). As we havä pointed ouü before, both these forms are included in go-

vernment expenditure only to the extent of capital formation or deficits on

operating u.öoonts. The non-trad"ing economic services consist of services to

agricultrite and industry. An impoitant element in this category is direct

pioduction subsid,ies. The Financtl Statistics also include under services to

ägriculture the cost of the provision of d.ams, coast protection, etc., which is

uiuatly treated as an envit6nmental service. The provision of transport facili-

ties such as road.s, bridges, airports, harbours and so on has been considered'

as d.irectly promoting uäooo*iä activity and is included in this category. The

next category ro*piires Enuironmental seruices, i.e. the collective services

necessary to-.o**lrnal life. There is no clear-cut d.istinction between this

and the prerrious category. For example, the provision of roads can be classi-

fied under both these häadings, sinöe they can be looked on as providing

16 r
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direct service to consumers and to enterprises, inclistinguishable from other
inputs, or as a part of the general framJwork necmraty for the functioning
of the economic system. Environmental services consist of the cost of pro-
vision of basic urban services such as sewerage, cleansing and lighting of
streets, fire brigade, markets, cemeteries, and similar installations which
appear in the X'inancial Statistics as "Kommunale Änstalten und Einrich-
tungen". Since the Financial Statistics do not give any break-down of this
category, the services of clearly economic character, such as markets and
municipal savings banks, could not be transferred to the economic category
where they should belong. The last category is Debt seraice. This includes
interest payments on the debt of the central and state governments, and that
part of the local loan charges which are not allocated to any particular func-
tion. Äs already mentioned, the cost of debt management has been classified
under Administration and other. This is the only case when the cost of mana-
ging a given function was considered part of the general administrative ex-
penses and not as the cost of a specific service. The category of debt service
does not include the amount of capital repayments, which are considered
purely fi.nancial transactions.

For the years prior to 1913, a complete functional hreak-down for all levels of
government is impossible. Bven the published statistics of expenditure of the
Prussian local authorities, which we have used in esüimating local expenditure during
that period, are not detailed enough to separate individual functions. IlIore details
are available for the expenditure of the Reich and of the state governments, vet the
break-down for the two levels given in Tables A.22, 4.24, A.25, A.26 is in no way
comparable with the classification for l9l3 and after. The category of Administration
and unallocated (the term used prior to 1913) is thus much wider than the corre-
sponding category for 1913 and after. It included all services that were not allocated
to anv specific function. The erpenditure out of the French repa,rations in the 1870's
have been kept a,s a separate category. Thev included items classified as military
defence, (fortifi.cations, military pensions, etc.) which would otherwise fall into the
separate category of "Kriegsfolgelasten". The category of Social insurance in Reich
expenditure represents the expenditure by social insura,nce funds, computed
separately, which we have added to the expenditure of the central government
proper.

Ä different arrangement of functional categories is presented in Table
A. 30 which gives separately all expenditures related to war and then relates
them to total government expenditure and Gross l{ational Product. The cost
of defence, the interest on debt of the Reich which was m&inly incurred in
financing defence expenditure, and the obligations of the government arising
directly out of the war effort, all fall into this group. They are either external
payments, such as reparations and compensation to foreign nationals, or in-
ternal compensation of a general or social character. The latter ("soziale
Kriegsfolgelasten") have been included in the functional classification under
social services.

The following four Tables, Ä. 31-34, give, from 1913 onwards, the propor-
tion of expenditure by function which was financed out of grants from other
Ievels of government other than those which are not allocated ("Allgemeine
Zuweisungen"). This classification only applies on local and state levels, for
the central government is in the reverse position as it fi.nances a larger amount
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of services than it actuauy provid es. The tables give both totals of net specific

transfers ("Yerwaltungszw.igg.Uondene Zuwei-sungen und' Darlehen") an'iL

percentages in term, of-totui äip"oaiture ; , giveo"frnction by u given level

* *ä;:"#rHubt., 
A. gb, gives an arternative set of estimates of government

expenditure fo,. ,.i.cted. y-.u* between rglz and 1918. The reason for the

eomputation of thrr. ,,adjusted.,' estimates as well as the underlying comput-

ational pro.raores have alread.y been discussed' in the main text'


